QT dispersion does not represent electrocardiographic interlead heterogeneity of ventricular repolarization.
QT dispersion (QTd, range of QT intervals in 12 ECG leads) is thought to reflect spatial heterogeneity of ventricular refractoriness. However, QTd may be largely due to projections of the repolarization dipole rather than "nondipolar" signals. Seventy-eight normal subjects (47+/-16 years, 23 women), 68 hypertrophic cardiomyopathy patients (HCM; 38+/-15 years, 21 women), 72 dilated cardiomyopathy patients (DCM; 48+/-15 years, 29 women), and 81 survivors of acute myocardial infarction (AMI; 63+/-12 years, 20 women) had digital 12-lead resting supine ECGs recorded (10 ECGs recorded in each subject and results averaged). In each ECG lead, QT interval was measured under operator review by QT Guard (GE Marquette) to obtain QTd. QTd was expressed as the range, standard deviation, and highest-to-lowest quartile difference of QT interval in all measurable leads. Singular value decomposition transferred ECGs into a minimum dimensional time orthogonal space. The first three components represented the ECG dipole; other components represented nondipolar signals. The power of the T wave nondipolar within the total components was computed to measure spatial repolarization heterogeneity (relative T wave residuum, TWR). QTd was 33.6+/-18.3, 47.0+/-19.3, 34.8+/-21.2, and 57.5+/-25.3 msec in normals, HCM, DCM, and AMI, respectively (normals vs DCM: NS, other P < 0.009). TWR was 0.029%+/-0.031%, 0.067%+/-0.067%, 0.112%+/-0.154%, and 0.186%+/-0.308% in normals, HCM, DCM, and AMI (HCM vs DCM: NS, other P < 0.006). The correlations between QTd and TWR were r = -0.0446, 0.2805, -0.1531, and 0.0771 (P = 0.03 for HCM, other NS) in normals, HCM, DCM, and AMI, respectively. Spatial heterogeneity of ventricular repolarization exists and is measurable in 12-lead resting ECGs. It differs between different clinical groups, but the so-called QT dispersion is unrelated to it.